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exhauster system by means of a flexible rolling seal. The exhaust system was maintained at approximately 3 psia. Use of the seal required that all nozzles be water-cooled.
Data was recorded on magnetic tape at a rate of 40 channels per second via a Hewlett-Packard 2()12B digital data acquisition system.
C. Cewbustlon Efflci«ncyt
The definition of combustion efficiency used throughout this report is:
where AT t is the total temperature rise across the combustor as computed from the thrust measurement and AT ti is the ideal total temperature rise for the "easured fuel-to-air ratio as computed from equilibrium chemistry calculations, Since absolute thrust is measured, corrections for ambient pressure acting on the hardware and exhauster seal forces must be made in order to obtain the sonic air specific stream thrust. 5^. These correctio. The objective of these tests was not to obtain high combustion efficiencies but rather to be able to discern differences in performance of the fuels when inlet air temperatures and air flows were changed. This is best accomplished when efficiencies are on the order of 70% to 80% and not when they are 95%.
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